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Adaptive Control Approach for Software Quality Improvement (Series on Software Engineering & Knowledge Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2011


	The expansion of our reliance on software in many aspects of modern society

	has coincided with a number of incidents in aeronautics, astronautics,

	transportation, medical devices, energy generation, banking and finance.

	Failures caused by software have introduced more than just inconvenience,

	but significant property damage,...
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Physiological Ecology of Forest Production, Volume 4: Principles, Processes and Models (Terrestrial Ecology)Academic Press, 2010

	Process-based models open the way to useful predictions of the future growth rate of forests and provide a means of assessing the probable effects of variations in climate and management on forest productivity. As such they have the potential to overcome the limitations of conventional forest growth and yield models, which are based on...
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JavaScript Domain-Driven DesignPackt Publishing, 2015

	Speed up your application development by leveraging the patterns of domain-driven design


	About This Book

	
		Understand the complexity of your business requirements to develop more productive applications
	
		Combine modern development techniques with traditional methods and create new...
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Neural Network Programming with JavaPackt Publishing, 2016

	Create and unleash the power of neural networks by implementing professional Java code


	About This Book

	
		Learn to build amazing projects using neural networks including forecasting the weather and pattern recognition
	
		Explore the Java multi-platform feature to run your personal neural...
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Understanding Present-Day Grammar of English: For the Non-native SpeakersIndependent Publishers Group, 2015

	Understanding Present-Day Grammar of English is a resource text for learners of English as a second language (ESL), learners of English as a foreign language (EFL), and learners of English for special purposes (ESP). It is invaluable for all students of English for academic purposes (EAP), and for all professionals who wish to improve on...
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Mastering Windows Server 2016 Hyper-VSybex, 2016

	Build a seamless, flexible, full-service datacenter solution


	Microsoft Windows Server 2016 Hyper-V is the IT administrator's guide to this rising datacenter solution. Hyper-V has already surpassed VMWare in datacenter management, identity service for multiple devices, and more; this book shows you how to harness...
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A Word to the Wise: Traditional Advice and Old Country WaysDover Publications, 2019

	
		If you've ever wondered whether carrots improve your vision (they do) and why elephants have great memories, consult A Word to the Wise. You'll discover that it's never too late to learn from a proverb or an old wives' tale. This captivating book is a fascinating compilation of age-old expressions and...
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A First Look at ASP.NET v 2.0Addison Wesley, 2003
Drawing on extraordinary insider access to Microsoft's ASP.NET development team, three renowned ASP.NET experts cover every key platform enhancement, from Master Page templates for standardizing look and feel to improved security and data- access controls. They go far beyond already published white papers and previews, presenting...
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Extreme Programming for Web ProjectsAddison Wesley, 2002
Web development teams have been operating in the dark for far too long. The lack of proven development methodologies for the Web environment has resulted in a constant struggle for developers to produce quality Web-based projects on time and within budget. The field is multidisciplinary in character, involving both technology and...
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Refactoring WorkbookAddison Wesley, 2003
As a programmer, you need to be able to recognize and improve problematic code, so the program remains in a working state throughout the software lifecycle. Refactoring-the art of improving the design of existing code safely-provides an efficient, reliable system for bringing order to the chaos, and one that keeps the surprises to a minimum!...
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Professional LINQ (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional LINQ
   Are you ready to revolutionize the way you can work with data? This book shows you how to effectively utilize LINQ so that you can query XML, SQLdatabases, ADO.NET DataSets, and other data sources, and it also delvesdeeper into the technology to demonstrate how LINQ can dramatically improve your...
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Computing for the Older and Wiser: Get Up and Running On Your Home PCJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Computing for the Older & Wiser is a simple-to-follow user friendly guide aimed at the older generation introducing the basics of mastering a computer.   Covering the latest release of Windows Vista Home PremiumTM and Windows XPTM, this book is designed for people who want straightforward instructions on...
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